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Moonlight
Gateway to the song:

It is an eerie, but an intensely moving experience feeling submerged
in a timeless world of silvery stillness
and then to meet time again in the lines of joy and sorrow
that time has patiently etched into ones face.

(10) MOONLIGHT
Walking in moonlight
the earth draped in stillness
and ethereal clouds stealing by,
far away lingers the dawn
and the daylight - a dream in the shadows on high.
Not a sight of a bird,
not the sound of a wave,
not a stone being turned on the strand,
just the wonder of peace,
just the whisper of life,
just a step on a virginal land.
Chiseled in silver
the eternal mountains
are one with the glittering shore.
Bowing in awe to the magical moonlight
I merge - and then time is no more.
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Yesterday droplets
are tickling my senses
like butterfly wings in my hair
stealthily moving
down lanes of a lifetime
floating like ghosts through the air.
Time gone by does not die
tales of death are a lie
it’s just biding its moments of grace.
Time won’t fly, time is nigh
and its touch like a sigh
that is told by the lines of your face.
Yesterday droplets
fall softly, so softly
while evening bells mournfully chime.
Water my eyes
in your yesterday waters
I’m lost in the embrace of time.
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( 1 - 14) Portraitures
( 2 - 16) If
( 3 - 18) Reflectiones
( 4 - 20) Transformations
( 5 - 22) A dark lullaby
( 6 - 24) By your hearth on an autumn eve
( 7 - 26) I wonder why
( 8 - 28) At dawn
( 9 - 30) Step in

(10 - 32) Moonlight
(11 - 36) The voice
(12 - 38) Sometimes
(13 - 40) So far from me
(14 - 42) Morning breeze
(15 - 44) A folk tale
(16 - 46) Let me go free
(17 - 48) Time's of the essence
(18 - 50) To life
(19 - 52) I walk through the dark
(20 - 54) Leaves of autumn
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(21 - 56) No man is an island
(22 - 58) To Liv
(23 - 60) To Kolbrun and Birgitte
(24 - 62) Mayday
(25 - 64) Rain
(26 - 66) The time is now
(27 - 70) Hallelujah
(28 - 72) To Birgitte
(29 - 74) Yearning
(30 - 76) While billows roll
(31 - 80) The wind and the see
(32 - 82) By the lake at night
(33 - 84) A prayer
(34 - 86) My song
(35 - 88) Waiting for dawn
(36 - 90) Sleep
(37 - 92) The winds of the winter
(38 - 94) The bridges of Madison County
(39 - 96) The seven mile song
(40 - 98) The touch of life
(41 - 100) Farewell

